
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 

The Ministry of Education 

The first semester exam of the year 2016/2017 

                Al-Nahda school                                                      Subject: English 

                Class: Grade 7                                                          Time: One hour 

                Student's name..…………………….....                     Date……./……./2017 
       

      Question 1: Read the following text then answer the questions: (9marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       1. What is the Roman Theatre? It's one of the most amazing sights in Amman. 

       2. Where is the Roman Theatre? It's in Amman. 

       3. When was the Roman Theatre built? It was built in the second century CE. 

       4. How many parts were the theatre divided into? It was divided into three parts. 

       5. Find out:  Noun: stage              Verb: sat             Countable noun: soldiers 

       6. The underlined pronoun (it) refers to: Roman Theatre 

       7.  What is the meaning of:   

            wonderful: amazing 
 

      Question 2: A: Complete with the correct words: (5marks) 

 
         

1. Souk Jara is an outdoor market 

2. It's a gas in the atmosphere. It's carbon dioxide 

3. What is the Kids Ecology club? 

4. Let's see the Sutton Hoo treasure 

5. I want to see the turquoise serpent. 
 

           B: Complete these words with the missing letters: (3marks) 

 

1. coffee 
 

2. Kids     Ecology     Club 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Welcome to the Roman Theatre in Amman, one of the most amazing 

sights in the city. It was built in the second century CE (Common Era) in 

what was the Roman city of Philadelphia. The theatre was divided into 

three parts: important people sat in the part nearest the stage and soldiers 

sat further away; ordinary people sat far away at the theatre but because 

the theatre was so well designed they could still see and hear the actors.  

treasure         club          turquoise         shop         carbon dioxide          market     

 



 

 

 

 

 

         Question 3: Write the correct forms of the verbs:               (10marks) 

     1. There....................(is/are)some tomatoes. 

     2. ...........................(Is/Are)there any bananas? 

     3. She.......................(doesn't like/don't like) rally driving. 

     4. He.........................(work/works) in a hospital. 

     5. ........................(Do/Does) you like dangerous sports? 

     6. Where................(do/does) he................ (fly/flies)every Friday nights? 

     7. Sami Salameh.........................(is/are) a fire fighter. 

     8. You.................(don't need/doesn't need) experience to become a fisherman. 

     9. There....................(is/are) some cheese in the fridge.  
 

 

          Question 4: Put the commas in the correct position: (2marks) 

1. Brazil is the 21st country in size. It has a surface of 8,511,965 square kilometers. 
 

2. There are some potatoes, aubergines, onions and tomatoes in the kitchen. 
 

          Question 5: Form questions and answer them: (2marks) 

      tea/in Souk Jara? Is there any tea in Souk Jara? Yes, there is. 

      How often/your sister/give away old toys? How often does your sister give 

      away old toys? She sometimes gives away her old toys. 
                

                      Question 6: Circle the correct answer: (9marks) 

1. Are there....................nice big aubergines today?  

    a. any               b. some                 c. a 

2. There.......................excellent Chinese tea at the shop. 

    a. were some              b. was some                   c. was any 

3. We never go to London, ......................we usually go to Paris. 

         a. However                   b. but                        c. However, 

4.  The plural form of the singular noun "cherry" is: 

         a. cherryes                   b. cherries                       c. cherryies 

5. .......................my classmates go to school, they always take the bus.  

         a. Also                  b. When                    c. However 

 6. .......................does Dr Fred do?  

         a. Why                  b. Which                       c. What 

 7. The singular form of the verb "switch" is: 

         a. switches                   b. switchs                       c. switchies 

 8. The correct pronunciation of the bold letters in "peaches" is: 

         a. iz                   b. z                       c. s 

9. The uncountable nouns are: 

         a. cheese, tea and potato        b. tea, coffee and sugar        c. a+b 
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